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Five Years Later… Scaling…



QA

Scale-up



Unthoughtful org design? Organic growth.

If the goal is to stay relevant to the
customers and stakeholders – high 
adaptability is vital.
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Scale-up

Unthoughtful org design? Organic growth.

If the goal is to stay relevant to the
customers and stakeholders – high 
adaptability is vital.
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What has changed?



We have a language to
communicate the direction
of org development.

Where you
are now

Where you
want to be

Focus on the
visual language of 
Org Topologies™



Mapping is 
specific

Org design:
• three groups
• working at task level

How do they get their work? 
How can they deliver value? 

Scale-up

Backend
Frontend
QA- groups



Mapping
Ecosystems

Different archetypes 
work together in order 
to produce value as a 
whole. 

Product Management

Business Analyst

Backend
Frontend
QA- groups



Focus on the
visual language of 
Org Topologies™

We map ecosystems: 
Archetypes and their
relationships.

Product Management

Business Analyst

Backend
Frontend
QA- groups



If there would be change, it
could look like this. 

(Cross-functionality)

Multi-skill
Archetype

Cross-functional
work unitsCHANGE



... Or even like this!

And magic happens. 

Multi-skill
Archetype

Agile teams that
work on features.
No more task work.

CH
A

N
GE



... Or even like this! 

Multi-learning
Archetype

CHANGE

End-to-end teams
that are autonomous
and rock





Focus on the
visual language of 
Org Topologies™

Identify your Archetypes.

Visualize your
transformation steps.

Think systemically.

Own your change.



TEAM FOCUS

First wave
of the Agile
Revolution



unchartered territory?

First wave
of the Agile
Revolution

TEAM FOCUS



Most 
adaptive

archetype
High Adaptivity
can be achieved only by
combining high states
of both dimension
• Low transaction costs
• Low switching costs



Creating higher
archetypes by broadening
the ownership of the
product domain to enable
rich whole-product 
collaboration.

Second wave
of the Agile
Revolution





1. owning the whole or a 
part of the product 

2. have P&L responsibility
3. collaborate as one team
4. contain all dependencies 

inside the group



B- and C-level 
Characteristics

Practices of the higher 
archetypes:

- team-self-design workshop
- single Product Backlog (LeSS)
- multi-team PBR (LeSS)
- marketplace for work (FaST)
- Single Sprint / single cadence
- whole-product Sprint Reviews
- shared code ownership
- ...
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Focus on the
visual language of 
Org Topologies™

Consider two dimensions
for your transformation: 
- team (skills)
- product (scope)



To drive the change 
you ought to be
specific:

1. Define your actual
position (be specific)

2. Discuss your target 
state

3. Own the change &
work on the system



“What if we do 
SAFe?”





You ought to be more 
specific to drive any
change



Now that you are specific
you can discuss where to
move.



CH
ANGE

Now that you can discuss
which systemic changes 
needed to make the move 
and sustain the change.



“What if we do
Team Topologies?”



You ought to be more 
specific….



What needs to change?



What needs to change?



Focus on the
visual language of 
Org Topologies™

Org Topologies™
provide a powerful
language to assess, 
design and drive the
change.





Your voucher

Price: 150 75€
Code: MEETUP_NY
Valid till 10 Nov 2023

bit.ly/ot-course

Course starts Dec 1

You are already
in the program!

https://bit.ly/ot-course


We continuously improve the map
Our material is under constant inspection and adaptation. We encourage you to be a part of our 
journey and stay connected with us: 

Join on linkedin
Join our slack
Follow us on Medium

https://www.linkedin.com/company/orgtopologies/
https://join.slack.com/t/orgtopologies/shared_invite/zt-1lrmb7kza-8mqqVvrcBndwPOAnP~tX8A
https://medium.com/orgtopologies



